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Systematic empirical research has yet to explain how national parties join political groups in the
European Parliament. This article ﬁrst demonstrates, using original empirical measures from expert
surveys of party positions, that EP party groups consist of national parties sharing similar policy
positions. Secondly, using Bayesian/MCMC methods, the paper estimates the policy determinants of
group afﬁliation using a (conditional) multinomial logit model to explain that ‘party group’ choice is
largely driven by policy congruence. Finally, predictions from the model identify national parties not
in their ‘ideally congruent’ EP groups. The ﬁndings suggest that the organization of and switching
between EP groups is driven mainly by a concern to minimize policy incongruence between national
and transnational levels.

Party politics in the European Union (EU) is organized at two levels. In each of the EU’s
member states, national political parties contest elections and fulﬁl other traditional party
roles. In the European Parliament (EP), national political parties also form into party
groups, groupings of like-minded national parties at the transnational level, fulﬁlling
many of the legislative and representative functions of their national counterparts. The
process whereby national parties afﬁliate with EP party groupings is thought to be driven
primarily by ideological compatibility, but its exact working remains largely unstudied.
Party groups have been analysed in terms of voting cohesion but never, at least using
systematic empirical evidence, in terms of the ideological or programmatic cohesion of
their constituent national members.1 Our analysis, by contrast, ﬁnds that the fundamental
driving force behind national party afﬁliation in EP party groups is policy congruence:
national political parties will seek membership in EP party groups whose policy platforms
are closest to their own, on their most important national policy dimensions. Conversely,
EP party groups will also attempt to maintain a degree of policy coherence among their
national party members in order to facilitate intra-party decision making in a challenging
environment.
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The problem of maintaining policy congruence in EP groups is driven by the nature
of politics and political competition at the national level. Political parties will and do
frequently change their policy preferences on multiple dimensions, as well as the importance they attach to each dimension. This creates a chronic problem for EP political
groups, since movement of policy positions at the national level can generate even greater
incongruities between party group policy positions and those of some of their national
party members. When these incongruities exceed a tolerable range, national parties may
switch (or be forced to switch) to a different party group whose positions are more aligned
with the national party’s own updated preferences. The implication of this is that political
group afﬁliation should be primarily attributed to the congruence of policy preferences,
and we test this proposition in this paper using data on the policy positions of EP party
groups and national parties from the twenty-ﬁve member states of the EU that competed
in the 2004 European election.
The degree of policy coherence exhibited by EP political groups has important implications for both democratic representation and legislative effectiveness in the European
Parliament. It is well documented that European elections are ‘second order’ in nature.2
Knowledge of the activity of the EP political groups and the behaviour of individual
Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) is negligible among the citizenry of Europe. If
we ﬁnd that national parties typically afﬁliate with their closest ideological group in the EP,
however, then voting on the basis of national party positions at European elections is not a
bad informational shortcut for voters, suggesting that representational ﬂaws and the
‘democratic deﬁcit’ are less dire than EP critics would have us believe.3 In addition, better
understanding of group cohesion in the EP may help improve its legislative functions. Given
the disparate ideological and party traditions of the EU’s numerous member states,
the potential for discordant policy preferences within a given political group in the EP is
considerable. All other things being equal, coalition building and decision making should be
more difﬁcult for political groups in the EP (compared with their counterparts in national
parliaments) when the policy preferences of their members are very diverse. Exploring the
workings of policy preferences in the process of party group afﬁliation by member parties
thus provides a means of understanding how cohesion and consensus building might be
maximized, subsequently enhancing legislative effectiveness.
In what follows, we brieﬂy characterize political competition in the EP, identifying the
mechanisms available to EP party groups for maintaining policy coherence among their
members. We then turn to the politics of EP party group choice and afﬁliation within the
Parliament, focusing on the policy congruence model and using Bayesian methods to
predict party group afﬁliations of national parties in the 2004 EP, and then identifying
misplaced parties. This examination allows us not only to identify the national parties
that are in the ‘wrong’ party groups, but also to pinpoint which parties are most likely to
switch groups in the future. Our concluding remarks discuss these ﬁndings and explore
some implications for a more dynamic analysis of the process of party group afﬁliation
and switching.
2
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A POLICY EXPLANATION OF PARTY GROUP AFFILIATION

Party and Policy Competition in the European Parliament
Now commonly viewed as the EU-level equivalent of political parties, political groups in the
EP fulﬁl many of the same functions as their national-level counterparts. Seven political
groupings existed in 2004, representing over 180 different political parties from the twentyﬁve member states then part of the EU. Table 1 lists the groups and their names immediately
prior to the June 2004 elections, along with their seat shares and the number of national
parties afﬁliated with each grouping.4 Over time, party groups have become increasingly
cohesive and powerful.5 As a consequence, increased emphasis has been placed on maintaining voting cohesion in the party groups, especially the two largest political groups which
operate a whipping system. This has occurred in spite of, or perhaps as a response to,
increases in the size of the EP and the number of member states.6
TABLE

1

Political Party Groups in the European Parliament just prior to the 2004
Election

EP party group

Label Seat % Seats Member parties

European People’s Party
Party of the European Socialists
European Liberal and Democrat Reform Party
European United Left/Nordic Green Left
Greens
Union for a Europe of the Nations
Group for a Europe of Democracies and Diversities
Other
Total

EPP
PES
ELDR
GUE
Verts
UEN
EDD
Other

37.5
29.5
8.4
7
6
3.8
2.2
5.6
100

294
232
66
55
47
30
17
44
785

51
32
28
19
20
11
5
16
182

Note: These ﬁgures represent the standing just prior to the EP elections of 2004. The 785 member
total is composed of the 626 members from the ﬁfteen pre-enlargement states and the temporary
members representing the accession states since 1 May 2004 prior to the June elections.
Source: European Parliament ofﬁcial website (http://www.europarl.europa.eu/members/archive/
term5.do?language5EN).

In elections to the Parliament, EP political groups formulate their own policy positions,
and the established groups have issued their own election manifestos since direct elections
to the EP began in 1979. Party group policy positions have been mapped in several
previous exercises but most clearly by McElroy and Benoit.7 Very little is known about
4
For a full listing of which national parties were afﬁliated with which EP groups in June 2004, see Gail
McElroy and Kenneth Benoit, ‘Party Groups and Policy Positions in the European Parliament’, Party
Politics, 13 (2007), 5–28.
5
Simon Hix, Abdul Noury and Gérard Roland, Democratic Politics in the European Parliament
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007).
6
Hix, Noury and Roland, Democratic Politics in the European Parliament; Tapio Raunio, The European
Perspective: Transnational Party Groups in the 1989–1994 European Parliament (Aldershot, Surrey: Ashgate,
1997).
7
McElroy and Benoit, ‘Party Groups and Policy Positions in the European Parliament’. Also see
Matthew Gabel and Simon Hix, ‘Deﬁning the EU Political Space: An Empirical Study of the European
Election Manifestos’, in Gary Marks and Marco Steenbergen, eds, European Integration and Political
Conﬂict (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), pp. 93–119; Hix, Noury and Roland, ‘Power to
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the precise manner in which policy platforms are formulated by party groups – a lacuna
shared with manifesto studies in almost every other context – but anecdotally the process
is driven by the demands and preferences of member parties, who have various ‘demand
weights’ or degrees of inﬂuence according to delegation size, and also the process is
inﬂuenced by possibly idiosyncratic factors such as seniority, nationality or the personal
inﬂuence of well-positioned individuals.
Once formulated, the party groups’ policy positions serve as a guide to their legislative
activity in the Parliament. Furthermore, new group members usually must agree ofﬁcially
to follow party policy. The rules of procedure of the ALDE group (successor to the
ELDR examined here), for instance, explicitly state that new members must endorse ‘the
10 Point Program for Europe of the ALDE Group’. MEPs elected by national parties are
regularly issued voting instructions by party groups and subject to the party whip. Party
groups have mechanisms to punish MEPs who vote against the party group instructions,
whether on individual initiative or (more likely) because of national party instructions,
including demotion or even expulsion.8 Strong divergences in policy positions between
national member parties and the EP party groups could, therefore, cause persistent and
potentially costly conﬂicts between national party and EP party group voting positions.
Hix et al.’s analysis of roll-call votes from the 1999–2004 Parliament, for instance, showed
that 6.6 per cent of MEPs disobeyed their party group’s instructions in order to vote with
their national party.9 MEPs nonetheless vote along party group lines over 90 per cent of
the time and this political group cohesion has increased over the years.10 Consequently,
the high and increasing cohesion of MEP voting behaviour suggests that the policy
congruence of national party members’ preferred positions with the positions of EP party
groups should also be high. Maintaining cohesion is a constant struggle for party groups,
however, because their support depends on constituent national parties whose success and
survival come from diverse domestic arenas. When policy preferences between a party
group and one of its national party members drift apart, the resulting incongruence
creates tensions which may alter the calculus of afﬁliation.

National Party Dynamism and the Problem of Policy Incongruence
Detailed studies of party platforms over time have documented signiﬁcant movement
in party positions by major parties in the post-war period.11 This dynamism follows
(F’note continued)

the Parties: Cohesion and Competition in the European Parliament, 1979–2001’; Jacques Thomassen,
Abdul Noury and Erik Voeten, ‘Political Competition in the European Parliament: Evidence from Roll
Call and Survey Analyses’, in Marks and Steenbergen, eds, European Integration and Political Conﬂict,
pp. 141–64.
8
On punishment mechanisms, see, for instance, Simon Hix, ‘Electoral Institutions and Legislative
Behavior: Explaining Voting Defection in the European Parliament’, World Politics, 56 (2004), 194–223;
Gail McElroy, ‘Committees and Party Cohesion in the European Parliament’, Osterreichische Zeitschrift
fuer Politikwissenschaft, 37 (2008), pp. 357–74.
9
Hix, Noury and Roland, Democratic Politics in the European Parliament, p. 170.
10
Hix, Noury and Roland, Democratic Politics in the European Parliament. Almost 3 per cent of the
time MEPs vote against both their party group and national party.
11
Ian Budge and Hans-Dieter Klingemann, ‘Finally! Comparative Over-Time Mapping of Party Policy
Movement’, in Ian Budge, Hans-Dieter Klingemann, Andrea Volkens, Judith Bara and Eric Tanenbaum,
eds, Mapping Policy Preferences: Estimates for Parties, Electors, and Governments 1945–1998 (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2001), pp. 19–50.
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naturally from the need to respond to shifts in the nature and importance of national
issues, the positioning of new parties, and the repositioning of rival parties. Yet this
constant motion also creates a large potential for incongruence between a party’s
positions and that of the supranational EP party group to which it belongs, since EP party
group positions are likely to be much more static given that they are determined by
coalitions of different parties. Because membership in a party group is voluntary (and
indeed some parties and MEPs may deliberately choose to remain ofﬁcially unafﬁliated),
national parties always have the option to leave. When a national party’s position drifts
away from the median position of a party group, it will not be the case, following Black’s
classic expectation, that majority rule on single dimensions leads to group positions that are
equivalent to the median voter’s most preferred point, because an alienated group
member will ﬁnd it easier simply to leave the group for another whose positions are closer
to its own.12 It is quite feasible, in fact, that a national party’s position may shift far
enough away from its party group’s position that a rival party grouping’s position
becomes more proximate to the national party’s preferences. When this happens, it is
more likely that party groups will ‘unravel’ in the fashion similar to that described by
Johnson, as a threshold of tolerable incongruence is exceeded and members withdraw
because of unhappiness with the distance between its own changed position and that of
their (former) party group.13 Parties may also form new groupings when no existing
group ﬁts their programmatic needs, provided they meet some threshold requirements
(nineteen members from at least ﬁve member states in 2004).
National parties, whenever possible, will attempt to steer EP group policies on issues of
the greatest domestic importance towards the positions most preferred by the national
parties. This ability, however – what Hearl calls ‘demand weight’ or political inﬂuence
over the party group’s median position – may be quite small in the context of EP political
groups, especially as the largest ones represent broad coalitions of multiple parties from
many different member states.14 When demand weight is outweighed by national political
considerations, a party is likely to leave (or not join) that grouping. When this incongruence reaches a threshold, a national party will perceive the beneﬁts of switching to a
more policy-compatible party group to outweigh the costs of retaining its current less
congruent afﬁliation.
A recent example of this process can be found in the debate within the British
Conservative party over whether or not to withdraw from the European People’s Party
(EPP), the main centre-right grouping in the EP. Having adopted a stronger and more
explicitly anti-federalist policy position on the EU, reinforced in its 2005 manifesto and by
Conservative party head David Cameron’s 2006 leadership election, the Conservatives
experienced a high degree of tension between their own relatively anti-EU national party
position and the pressure exerted by the EPP to vote for pro-federalist measures in
the Parliament. The Conservative party eventually formed a new party grouping in 2008
with some like-minded parties from the EPP, such as the Czech Civic Democrats (ODS),
whose leader Mirek Topolanek similarly declared in June 2006 that they found ‘it
12
Duncan Black, ‘The Theory of Committees and Elections’ (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1958). For a discussion of membership maintenance in groups, see Paul E. Johnson, ‘Unravelling in
Democratically Governed Groups’, Rationality and Society, 2 (1990), 4–34.
13
Johnson, ‘Unravelling in Democratically Governed Groups’.
14
Derek Hearl, ‘Towards a Theory of Party Alignment: A Research Note’, European Journal of
Political Research, 9 (1981), 309–17.
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increasingly difﬁcult to accept the way that French and German parties [were] voting in
parliament’.15
Consistent with this expectation that national party movement implies dynamism in
party group afﬁliation, the empirical record of party group composition in the EP has
shown high levels of change. EP groups experience a high frequency of party switching
and most of this switching occurs when national political parties decide to change EP
group afﬁliations, bringing all their MEPs along with them.16
Realignments of afﬁliation, in the form of national party switching between EP groups,
constitute a dynamic implication of the policy congruence explanation of party group
afﬁliation. At any given time point, however, policy congruence also implies that the
national parties afﬁliated together into party groups will be highly congruent on the most
important dimensions of policy, as parties will have placed themselves in party groups
according to the match between their policies and those of the party groups. Parties whose
policies have become incongruent with those of their party group will exist, but these will be
few in number. Moreover, the policy incongruent parties may also be identiﬁed as the most
likely candidates for switching party groups, from a less to a more congruent parent party.

The Limitations of ‘Party Family’ Explanations
Because it is the conventional wisdom – and because its observable implications are
clearly different from the policy congruence explanation set forth above – we brieﬂy
discuss the notion that party afﬁliation in transnational party groupings is driven by party
family, determined by historical tradition and a party’s set of core principles. Rooted in
cleavage theory, party families categorize parties based on long-standing issue associations and positions that arise from basic political cleavages in which parties are rooted.
EP party groups are then the organizational units formed to ‘broadly represent the policy
positions of y the classic European ‘‘party families’’ ’.17
While capturing the broad spirit of the ideological basis on which party groupings
originally formed, the party family explanation is inadequate to explain national party
afﬁliation with EP party groups. First, party family is an essentially static characterization, while national party policy and (most importantly) EP group afﬁliation are clearly
dynamic phenomena. On the one hand, national parties frequently modify their policy
positions, sometimes dramatically, and they also switch EP party groups. Party families,
on the other hand, are deﬁned by ‘essential and indelible’ issue positions and orientations
that do not change between elections.18 Because party family is a static conception, while
party positions and party afﬁliation change regularly, party family approaches can never
offer more than a very general and indirect explanation of the dynamic process of party
group afﬁliation.
15

Financial Times, ‘Cameron ﬁnds Czech mates for Europe bloc’, 3 June 2006, p. 6.
Gail McElroy and Kenneth Benoit, ‘Party Group Switching in the European Parliament’, in William
Heller and Carol Mershon, Political Parties and Legislative Party Switching (Basingstoke, Berks.:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), pp. 147–72. National parties almost always join EP party groups as a bloc,
although some exceptions exist; for instance, French MEPs from Union pour un Mouvement Populaire
(UMP) divided between the EPP and UEN in the 1999–2004 Parliament. We return to this case below.
17
Hix, Noury and Roland, Democratic Politics in the European Parliament, p. 497.
18
Hans-Dieter Klingemann, Richard L. Hofferbert and Ian Budge, Parties, Policies, and Democracy,
(Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 1994), p. 24. See also Simon Hix and Michael Marsh, ‘Punishment or
Protest? Understanding European Parliament Elections’, Journal of Politics, 69 (2007), 495–510.
16
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Secondly, many national parties do not belong to clearly identiﬁed party families, either
because their organizational basis does not correspond to the classic cleavages identiﬁed
by Lipset and Rokkan or because they are formed primarily around new (single) issues
such as European integration or immigration.19 This situation characterizes many of the
parties from the eight post-communist member states whose young party systems had
developed for less than fourteen years at the time of this study. In Hungary, for instance,
the Christian Democratic People’s party (KDNP) has been characterized as populist, the
populist Hungarian Democratic Forum (MDF) has been classiﬁed as Christian Democratic,
and the originally liberal Fidesz (Federation of Young Democrats, later Fidesz-Hungarian
Civic Party) recast itself as a populist, right-of-centre party. Attempting to classify party
families in Poland or Bulgaria – where even keeping track of the latest set of parties and
party names is not for the faint-hearted – is even more problematic. In short, party family
categories developed from cleavage patterns in West European democracies mean something
very different when applied to the party systems of the EU’s post-communist member states.
Finally, while party family does provide a rough measure of party policy positions,
within party family categories are parties with quite diverse positions on policy, especially
on ‘new politics’ issues such as the environment, immigration or European integration.
When direct measures of party policy are available on multiple dimensions, then these will
always provide more information than party family categories, which are low information, categorical in nature, and apply poorly to new parties and parties from postcommunist states. For these reasons, party family cannot provide a satisfactory explanation
of party group afﬁliation in the EP.
DATA: POLICY POSITIONS OF PARTIES AND PARTY GROUPS

To test the policy congruence theory of party group afﬁliation, we have assembled a
unique dataset of party positions in the EU based on expert surveys. This dataset combines the results of an expert survey of the policy positions of European party groups
conducted in 2004 by McElroy and Benoit, and those of expert surveys of the policy
positions of European national parties conducted in 2002–03 by Benoit and Laver.20 The
survey of the EP party group positions, including the methodology and precise wording of
the political dimension on which experts were asked to locate the party groups, is reported
in detail in McElroy and Benoit.21 This survey of experts was conducted from April to
June 2004, just before the June 2004 elections to the newly expanded EP. The survey
solicited comments from thirty-six experts on the EU and the EP, obtaining a total
response of 24 or 67 per cent.
Each party group was scored on a 20-point scale presenting two extremes of policy.
Substantive policy dimensions covered in the survey included a set of four ‘core’
dimensions deployed in every country in the Benoit and Laver data: increase spending v.
reduce taxes; the relative liberalism of ‘social’ policy; pro-growth versus pro-environmental policy; and pro-deregulation versus anti-deregulation. Also included were a set of
three questions about EU integration covering party stances towards the scope of EU
19

Seymour M. Lipset and Stein Rokkan, Party Systems and Voter Alignments: Cross National Perspectives
(New York: The Free Press, 1967).
20
McElroy and Benoit, ‘Party Groups and Policy Positions in the European Parliament’; Kenneth
Benoit and Michael Laver, Party Policy in Modern Democracies (London: Routledge, 2006).
21
McElroy and Benoit, ‘Party Groups and Policy Positions in the European Parliament’.
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authority, national control versus federalism and the approach towards collective security.
The results were therefore easily comparable to the Benoit and Laver data, which we
employed for all measures of party policy at the national level for the EU-25 countries,
covering a total of 146 of the 182 EU member state parties afﬁliated with EP party groups in
June 2004.

MAPPING CONGRUENCE BETWEEN NATIONAL AND EUROPEAN POLICY POSITIONS

The policy congruence explanation of EP group afﬁliation implies that policy incongruence
will be the exception, rather than the rule, among the national party members that groups
comprise. In other words, we expect to observe strong similarities in policy positioning
among the national parties within each EP party group. By comparing evidence on
positions from the expert surveys, we can look for direct evidence of these similarities.
Previous work indicates that the structure of political contestation in the EU consists of
positioning on two orthogonal dimensions, ‘one related to classic national left and right
issues from national party politics, and the second clearly related to EU issues’.22 These
ﬁndings accord with earlier descriptions of politics in the European arena as consisting of
two dimensions, socioeconomic left–right as well as a dimension of EU integration versus
national sovereignty.23 To take an initial look at this possibility, Figure 1 plots national
party locations for each of the main party groups24 on the two dimensions of left–right
and EU integration. The darker overlaid circles also indicate the position of the EP party
group as measured independently by the EP expert survey. Each party and party group
is represented by a circle whose size is proportional to that party’s vote share (or EP seat
share in the case of party groups). Furthermore, the crosshairs identify the median
position for the national parties, as well as pinpointing each party group’s position.
The size of the inner square formed by the crosshairs can therefore be taken as a rough
two-dimensional measure of the divergence between the party group’s position in
two-dimensional space from the median point of its members.
As clearly emerges from Figure 1, the policy location of the EP party groups on the two
most important dimensions is nearly indistinguishable from the position of the (weighted)
median national party. The differences that emerge are mainly on the European dimension, in
particular the more pro-Integration stance of the GUE compared with its median national
party member, and especially the more anti-Integration stance of the UEN compared with its
median national party member. For the other party groups, however, the party group
position corresponds neatly to the median national member party’s position. It deserves
reiteration that the policy positions of the national party members and the EP group positions are drawn from completely separate expert surveys – twenty-six separate expert surveys
in total – ranked by completely different experts, usually in different languages.
This congruence between national parties and EP party groups implies two results. First, it
lends face validity to the policy congruence explanation of party group afﬁliation, since
parties are clearly associated with party groups closest to their median member. Party groups
appear to be taking policy positions designed to attract, and to retain, as many member
22

McElroy and Benoit, ‘Party Groups and Policy Positions in the European Parliament’, p. 17.
Simon Hix and Christopher Lord, Political Parties in the European Union (Basingstoke, Hants.:
Macmillan, 1997); Gabel and Hix, ‘Deﬁning the EU Political Space’.
24
The EDD was excluded from the analysis as expert survey data existed at the national level for only
three national parties.
23
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Fig. 1. National party and EP party group positions in two policy dimensions
Note: The long dashed line is the two-dimensional position of the (weighted) median national party; the
short dashed line locates the two-dimensional position of the EP party group.
Sources: Benoit and Laver (2006) for national party positions; McElroy and Benoit (2007) for EP party
group positions. EU integration is EU Authority from Table 2.

parties as possible, which means attempting to locate on each dimension of the median the
national member party’s most preferred point. Secondly, it also lends support to the notion
that the left–right dimension and European integration form two distinct primary axes of
political competition in the EU at both the national and transnational levels.
To compare more fully the party group positions to the median national party locations, we have summarized six dimensions of policy in Table 2. The EP group mean ﬁgure
indicates the party group position estimated from the EP expert survey, along with a
standard error. For each policy dimension and each party group, we also indicate the
estimated difference between the weighted median party position and the party group
position. By bootstrapping the medians of the national party positions, we computed 95
per cent conﬁdence intervals for this difference. Among the vast majority of measures of
comparisons between party groups and their median parties, most were indistinguishable
from zero. Notable differences include the EPP’s median members being slightly more to
the ‘right’ than the party group’s position, especially on the dimensions of EU integration
(difference 3.4), the environment (2.4), and the two economic issues (2.7 and 1.3 for deregulation
and taxes–spending, respectively). The median national party from the PES was also
slightly less pro-environment (difference 2.3) than the PES itself. On the extreme left, the
median GUE national party was even more left than the far-left position of the GUE
(difference 21.1) on taxes–spending; on the other extreme, the far-right EDD’s median
member was even more far right (difference 2.3) than the EDD’s position on social issues.
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TABLE

EP Group Positions and Position of Median Member Party
PES

ELDR

Verts

GUE

UEN

EDD

Left–Right
Diff. from Median Party
95% conﬁdence interval
EP Group Mean (s.e.)

2.7
[0.9, 4.6]
12.6 (0.39)

0.8
[20.3, 1.9]
7.4 (0.3)

0.2
[24.0, 4.4]
11.8 (0.43)

20.1
[21.8, 1.5]
5.1 (0.36)

0.0
[20.5, 0.4]
3.6 (0.51)

20.6
[22.8, 1.6]
16.5 (0.58)

21.2
[24.2, 1.9]
17.1 (0.49)

Deregulation
Diff. from Median Party
95% conﬁdence interval
EP Group Mean (s.e.)

2.7
[0.5, 4.9]
13.5 (0.5)

1.9
[0.3, 3.4]
7.4 (0.43)

21.9
[26.6, 2.9]
14.2 (0.89)

21.8
[23.9, 0.3]
6.7 (0.82)

20.2
[20.9, 0.5]
4 (0.62)

0.5
[24.6, 5.7]
13 (1.04)

21.6
[25.8, 2.6]
14.6 (1.02)

Social
Diff. from Median Party
95% conﬁdence interval
EP Group Mean (s.e.)

1.4
[0.0, 2.7]
13.9 (0.58)

1.3
[20.1, 2.8]
5.6 (0.41)

0.4
[22.8, 3.6]
4.4 (0.4)

21.3
[22.9, 0.3]
4 (1.05)

0.6
[21.9, 3.1]
4.3 (0.45)

0.9
[22.0, 3.8]
15.1 (0.76)

2.3
[0.5, 4.1]
15.1 (0.9)

Environment
Diff. from Median Party
95% conﬁdence interval
EP Group Mean (s.e.)

2.4
[1.0, 3.8]
12.1 (0.55)

2.3
[0.8, 3.9]
8.6 (0.5)

1.2
[23.0, 5.4]
10.9 (0.96)

20.4
[21.6, 0.7]
2.9 (0.83)

1.1
[21.9, 4.1]
6.9 (0.89)

0.7
[22.1, 3.4]
12.8 (0.82)

20.8
[25.5, 3.9]
12.9 (0.91)

EU–Authority
Diff. from Median Party
95% conﬁdence interval
EP Group Mean (s.e.)

3.4
[0.5, 6.2]
7.4 (0.63)

0.5
[21.5, 2.6]
6.3 (0.54)

21.6
[24.2, 1.0]
7.5 (0.64)

1.6
[23.6, 6.9]
7.3 (1)

1.2
[22.4, 4.7]
9.5 (0.82)

25.0
[29.5, 20.5]
17.7 (0.5)

26.1
[214.1, 1.9]
18.9 (0.32)

Taxes–Spending
Diff. from Median Party
95% conﬁdence interval

1.3
[0.2, 2.4]

1.1
[20.1, 2.3]

22.2
[27.3, 2.9]

20.6
[22.1, 0.8]

21.1
[21.9, 20.3]

22.4
[25.3, 0.4]

21.0
[24.1, 2.0]

EP Group Mean (s.e.)

13.4 (0.6)

6.4 (0.35)

13.1 (0.73)

5.7 (0.72)

4.9 (1.01)

13.9 (1.06)

14.1 (1.28)

42

28

27

19

17

11

3

n

Notes: Diff. from Median Party represents the median national party position from the Benoit and Laver (Party Policy in Modern
Democracies) data, weighted by the number of MEPs, minus the mean. Bold ﬁgures are statistically signiﬁcant at p < 0.05; conﬁdence intervals
are bootstrapped from 1,000 draws per party group per dimension. Figures for EP Group Mean represent the mean (std. error) of expert
responses from the EP expert survey (see McElroy and Kenneth Benoit, ‘Party Groups and Policy Positions in the European Parliament’).
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As a whole, the differences between median national parties and their group’s policy
position measured at the transnational EP level were indistinguishable, especially on the
highly salient dimensions of left–right and EU integration. We take this as good initial
evidence that party groups consist of national members who are afﬁliated on the basis of
similar policy preferences, as well as indicating that policy contestation in the EU is
similar between the national and transnational levels. To complete the evidence for the
explanation that parties afﬁliate in the EP on the basis of policy congruence, however, we
need to test directly whether congruence can explain and predict the observed party
groupings, conditional on policy congruence.
EXPLAINING PARTY GROUP AFFILIATION IN THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

Conditional Logit Model of Party Group Choice
Party group afﬁliation involves choosing between alternatives, and given the difﬁculties of
establishing new groupings, for all practical purposes this entails choosing from between
available alternatives. For national parties considering afﬁliation, therefore, the driving
factor should be the relative distance of alternatives: how close a party group’s position is
to a national party’s own position, compared with other party groups’ positions. To test
this explanation, we develop and apply a discrete choice model to the question of party
group afﬁliation, using relative policy congruence on multiple dimensions of policy to
predict party group choice.
Our model uses conditional logit regression, based on ﬁtting N 5 146 national parties
for which we observed fully non-missing policy data to the K 5 7 political groups in the
EP. An attractive feature of the conditional logit model is that it permits both choice-level
variables as well as individual-level variables, and can be motivated by a random utility
model.25 The corresponding utility function associated with the kth choice in this mixed
model is given by:
ð1Þ
uik ¼ zik a þ xi bk þ ik ;
where zik refers to the choice-varying covariates and xi refers to individual varying
covariates. The utility to party i of choice k is linear in some predictors but also contains a
random component. An outcome yik is observed for each party group category k as:

1 if uik ¼ maxðui Þ
for i ¼ 1; . . . ; N and k ¼ 1; . . . ; K:
ð2Þ
yik ¼
0 otherwise
The conditional logit model derived by McFadden relates the choice probabilities to uik
according to:
ezik aþxi bk
pik ¼ K
8 i; k;
ð3Þ
P z aþx b
i
ik
k
e
k¼1

when yi , multinomial(pi).26
In our model, the key independent variables are choice-related, consisting of the
absolute difference between the national party’s mean point (on a given dimension) and
25

William Green, Econometric Analysis (London: Prentice Hall, 2000), p. 858.
Daniel McFadden, ‘Conditional Logit Analysis of Qualitative Choice Behaviour’, in Paul
Zarembka, ed., Frontiers in Econometrics (New York: Academic Press, 1974), pp. 105–42.
26
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the mean policy position of the political group under consideration. The variable thus
takes on different values dependent on the response category for each national party.
These variables are:
— Policy distance (a choice-level variable). This variable measures the absolute difference
between party group k’s position and the policy position of the national party i on six
commonly measured dimensions: Left–Right; Taxes–Spending; EU–Authority; Environment; Social-Liberalism; and Deregulation. Our argument suggests that national parties
will seek to minimize these distances in order to achieve policy congruence between
themselves and the political groups, and therefore we expect the signs on these coefﬁcients
to be negative. The greater the distance between party i and political group k, the less
likely it is to choose to afﬁliate with this group.
— Decentralization position (individual-level variable). This variable captures the national
party position on the decentralization dimension, where 1 indicated that the party
favoured decentralized decision making, and 20 indicated that a party opposed
decentralization. This variable was re-centred by subtracting it from the scale midpoint
of 10.5. This variable could not be included as a choice level variable as there was no
measure of decentralization included in the expert survey on the positioning of the EP
political groups. Nonetheless, the national party position on decentralization is
included because national parties’ positioning on this issue still identiﬁes an important
policy dimension around which parties might coalesce into like-minded groups, even if
as an individual-level variable it does not capture proximity to the nearest EP group.
— National party vote share (individual-level variable). This variable measures the
percentage of votes that party i received in the most recent national election. This
measure is included to capture the concept that large national parties (regardless of the
number of MEPs they elect) may be predisposed to association with the larger political
groups in the EP for reputational and inﬂuence reasons. Key parliamentary positions
such as chairmanships and membership of the Bureau are ‘owned’ by the larger
groups. So, for instance, when the governing British Conservative party switched to the
(large) EPP in 1992, it moved out of a much smaller group in the Parliament, the ED,
which had just 6 per cent of the EP seats. Sitting Conservative party MEPs voiced
similar concerns in the recent negotiations over the formation of a new group in the
EP, one party insider commenting that ‘it’s not really in Britain’s interests if the Tories
quit the biggest group in the Parliament’.27
Two estimation methods were used to ﬁt the model. The ﬁrst uses maximum likelihood
(estimated via the STATA 9 package). The second ﬁts a general MCMC-based Bayesian
model that allows the a parameters to be estimated separately for each party group,
k. Using (diffuse) multivariate normal priors, this model was run for 80,000 iterations,
discarding the ﬁrst 50,000 as burn-in, and mixing three chains set with random starting
values.28 The advantages of ﬁtting the Bayesian model for our context are several. First, it

27

Financial Times, ‘Tories seek allies from wilder EU fringe’, 1 February 2006, p. 9.
The model in Column 2 was estimated using WinBUGS 1.41. For direct comparison to the maximum likelihood results from Column 1, a second Bayesian model was also ﬁtted using Andrew Martin
and Kevin Quinn’s MCMCpack package for R, which yielded nearly equivalent results. Full details
including the prior distributions and the likelihood function for the model in Table 4 are provided in the
Appendix.
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permits us to estimate separate (random) effects from each choice variable for each party
group. Because political groups attach different levels of importance to different policy
dimensions, we have strong substantive reasons to believe that some policy incongruities
will operate differently for certain groups. For instance, the effect of policy distance
on the environmental dimension should be different for the Green (Verts) party group
versus the anti-European (EDD) party group, for which environmental policy is not a
high-salience issue. Secondly, the Bayesian approach permits full characterization of the
posterior distribution for the quantities of interest, which includes not only the variable
coefﬁcients but also the predicted probabilities for each case, including the ratio of
predicted probabilities for a party belonging to one group versus another, something we
focus attention on below.
The results of the model estimation are presented in Table 3. The coefﬁcient estimates
for the choice variables of policy distance represent the inﬂuence of policy incongruence
on the probability that a given national party will be a member of a particular group.
When the coefﬁcients are negative, this indicates that as the distance between the national
party’s mean and that of the European political group in question increases, the less likely
the national party is to afﬁliate with the given party group. The conﬁdence intervals
represent the uncertainty around the coefﬁcient estimates, providing evidence of a real
effect when the interval does not include zero.
For the policy distance variables in the ﬁrst model, the coefﬁcient estimates are very
consistent: all are statistically signiﬁcant (with the exception of Taxes–Spending) and in
the expected negative direction. The greater the distance between a national party’s
position and the position of a political group in the EP, on a given policy dimension, the
less likely the national party is to be a member of this party group. Tax distance fails to
reach signiﬁcance in either of these two models, possibly because it is highly collinear with
the Left–Right and Deregulation dimensions. Decentralization is only signiﬁcant for
the Green grouping, which is not altogether surprising given that this party is the only
one fully committed to the concept of subsidiarity, with a policy platform centred on a
commitment to deepen democracy by decentralization. This commitment makes the
group attractive to regional parties lobbying for further autonomy.
The second column (Model 2) reports the results of the more general MCMC model in
which the parameters for each group were allowed to vary. These results provide richer
detail about the signiﬁcance of policy distance for the individual groups and their afﬁliated national parties. For instance, Left–Right distance, as we would expect, is signiﬁcant
for two of the big political groups, though oddly not the PES. Distance on the Social
dimension (attitudes to such matters as abortion and homosexuality) is signiﬁcant for half
of the parties (the PES, ELDR, UEN and EDD) and again in the right direction.
Environmental distance, as would be expected, is signiﬁcant for both of the Green groups
(Verts and GUE). Attitudes to levels of EU authority are again signiﬁcant for the two
anti-federalist groups, the UEN and EDD. Finally, deregulation is signiﬁcant and in the
expected negative directions for three Groups, the PES, GUE and EDD. The individual
level policy variable ‘Decentralization’ fails to reach signiﬁcance for any political group.
While the lack of a baseline category makes it more difﬁcult to detect statistical
signiﬁcance in these coefﬁcients, this more informative model nonetheless forms the basis
for generating predicted probabilities of group membership for each party, by drawing
from the posterior distribution. On the basis of these predictions, it is then possible to
assess, at least from the standpoint of policy congruence, which parties do and do not ﬁt
in their existing party groups.
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Conditional Logit Estimates of Party Group Choice

Variables

Model 1: Maximum
likelihood Estimate (CI)

Left–Right distance
EPP
PES
ELDR
Verts
GUE
UEN
EDD

20.280 (20.48, 20.08)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

21.250
20.438
21.629
20.143
0.037
0.062
1.637

–
(22.13,
(21.30,
(22.52,
(21.39,
(21.84,
(20.73,
(26.67,

Deregulation distance
EPP
PES
ELDR
Verts
GUE
UEN
EDD

20.361 (20.58, 20.15)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

0.004
21.230
20.415
0.523
21.959
20.997
27.955

–
(20.94, 0.92)
(22.31, 20.17)
(21.38, 0.52)
(20.62, 1.77)
(24.10, 20.02)
(22.34, 0.28)
(216.82, 22.67)

Social distance
EPP
PES
ELDR
Verts
GUE
UEN
EDD

20.347 (20.49, 20.20)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

20.300
20.910
20.553
0.531
20.415
21.149
210.326

(20.66, 0.02)
(21.45, 20.42)
(20.84, 20.31)
(20.12, 1.29)
(21.16, 0.37)
(22.13, 20.31)
(217.64, 24.70)

Env. Distance
EPP
PES
ELDR
Verts
GUE
UEN
EDD

20.282 (20.48, 20.09)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

20.720
20.419
0.126
21.773
21.053
0.745
3.220

–
(21.61,
(21.38,
(20.50,
(22.76,
(22.03,
(20.44,
(21.60,

0.09)
0.41)
0.77)
20.97)
20.18)
1.98)
11.76)

EU distance
EPP
PES
ELDR
Verts
GUE
UEN
EDD

20.124 (20.24, 20.01)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

0.109
0.042
0.238
20.576
0.213
20.433
25.344

(20.27,
(20.48,
(20.27,
(21.24,
(20.54,
(20.78,
(29.88,

0.48)
0.54)
0.74)
0.03)
1.03)
20.16)
22.51)

0.052 (20.20, 0.30)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

20.190
0.525
0.569
20.133
20.133
20.815
20.482

–
(21.29,
(20.61,
(20.47,
(22.94,
(21.93,
(22.33,
(27.17,

0.86)
1.71)
1.58)
0.02)
1.64)
0.56)
4.83)

Taxes distance
EPP
PES
ELDR
Verts
GUE
UEN
EDD

Model 2: MCMC
Estimate (CI)
20.49)
0.36)
20.87)
1.10)
1.60)
0.81)
10.02)
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(Continued)

Decentralization
Decentralization
Decentralization
Decentralization
Decentralization
Decentralization
Decentralization
Vote
Vote
Vote
Vote
Vote
Vote
Vote

Share
Share
Share
Share
Share
Share
Share
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EPP
PES
ELDR
Verts
GUE
UEN
EDD

EPP
PES
ELDR
Verts
GUE
UEN
EDD

PES
ELDR
Verts
GUE
UEN
EDD
n
Total parties
22 * Log-likelihood
Chain length
Burn-in
Thinning parameter
Sample size/chain

20.053
20.189
20.543
20.242
0.368
20.083

–
(20.45,
(20.44,
(21.07,
(20.74,
(20.01,
(20.54,

0.35)
0.07)
20.01)
0.26)
0.75)
0.37)

1.263
0.839
0.907
0.207
0.407
2.184
4.834

0.105
20.010
20.212
0.003
20.111
21.210

–
(0.03, 0.18)
(20.07, 0.05)
(20.45, 0.02)
(20.12, 0.13)
(20.22, 20.01)
(22.61, 0.19)

17.645
20.557
17.287
13.622
16.369
13.842
263.100

20.821
3.104
7.030
2.618
23.706
3.877

(24.74, 3.10)
(0.44, 5.77)
(2.15, 11.91)
(21.98, 7.21)
(27.51, 0.10)
(22.24, 9.99)
1036
148
187.870
–
–
–
–

(28.11,
(28.55,
(28.48,
(29.18,
(29.00,
(27.24,
(25.05,

12.75)
12.28)
12.37)
11.68)
11.83)
13.68)
16.66)

(22.46, 38.86)
(0.40, 41.70)
(22.88, 38.63)
(27.17, 35.13)
(23.93, 37.92)
(26.38, 35.30)
(2113.90, 218.64)
–
–
–
–
–
–
148
148
194.960
80,000
50,000
2
15,000

Evaluating Party Group Fit
The Bayesian framework makes it straightforward to generate posterior predictions of
our key quantities of interest: the probability that a given party will choose a particular
party group. Because these probabilities can be simulated directly from the posterior
distribution, they provide an alternative to other methods, such as parametric bootstrapping from maximum likelihood parameter estimates.29 By comparing the posterior
probabilities of the group predicted as having the highest probability of membership for a
given party to the group of which the party is actually a member, we can also directly
estimate the ratio of actual to predicted group membership as a posterior quantity, to
estimate the degree of ‘ﬁt’ (or ‘misﬁt’) for each national party. This quantity is of direct
substantive interest to any scholar, observer or political actor interested in party group
cohesion as well as being relevant to party and coalition formation generally at the
European transnational level.
Based on the highest mean posterior probability of being in a party group, computed
for each party from the Bayesian estimates in Table 3, we can predict a party group based
29

See, for example, Gary King, Michael Tomz and Jason Wittenberg, ‘Making the Most of Statistical
Analyses: Improving Interpretation and Presentation’, American Journal of Political Science, 44 (2001),
347–61.
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Cross-Tabulation of Predicted Group Afﬁliation versus Actual Group
Afﬁliation
Predicted

Actual

EPP

PES

ELDR

Verts

GUE

UEN

EDD

Total

EPP
PES
ELDR
Verts
GUE
UEN
EDD

37
0
7
1
0
4
0

1
23
2
0
1
0
0

3
2
19
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
16
2
0
0

0
2
0
1
14
0
0

2
0
0
1
0
6
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
2

43
28
28
19
17
10
3

Total

49

27

24

19

17

10

2

148

Note: Predicted party group is determined by maxk ðp^ik Þ where p^ik represents the mean posterior
probability of party i being in party group k, from Table 3.

on the model and compare this to parties’ actual groups. Table 4 presents a crosstabulation of these predicted groups with actual group membership. The result is
impressive: a total of 79 per cent of the national parties’ party groups are correctly
predicted by the model, based on 117 of 148 parties correctly predicted by having the
mean posterior maxk ðp^ik Þ, where p^ik represents the mean posterior probability of party i
being in party group k. In other words, simply by minimizing policy distance – without
informing the model in any way of the absolute policy positions of the parties or groups –
we have predicted nearly four out of ﬁve parties correctly. As an indicator of just how
impressive this predictive result is, we can compare the prediction to non-informative
models. If we simply assumed a uniform probability for each party joining a group, then
our baseline predictive rate would be to predict just 0.14 (or one out of seven) correctly.
Of course, we could do much better by simply choosing, for every party i, the largest or
modal category of party group in our sample (here, the EPP with forty-three national
parties from the 148), which would correctly predict 0.29 of the national parties’ group
alliances. Measured against this benchmark, our model represents an increase in correct
prediction of an additional 50 per cent of the sample. Furthermore, if we exclude as a
‘prediction’ any posterior mean ratios whose highest posterior densities include 1.0, then
only ﬁve parties are incorrectly predicted, for a percentage correctly predicted of 0.966.30
In addition to merely predicting the most likely category, our model estimates also
provide direct information on the degree of ‘ﬁt’ for each national party according to the
model’s posterior predictions. Figure 2 summarizes the ﬁt for sixty parties by plotting the
estimated ‘odds ratios’ that a party would be in its observed group: the mean posterior
probability of being in this group divided by the probability of not being in this group. To
reduce skew and improve interpretation, we have logged the scale using base 10 to provide
the ‘logged odds ratios’. A value of 1.0 – such as that scored by the Cypriot DISI party at
the top of the plot – therefore means a party was estimated at being ten times more likely
to be in its actual party group than in another group. Conversely, a party like the British
30

This is based on 95 per cent posterior conﬁdence intervals. The full listing of posterior probabilities
for every party in both the predicted and actual party groups, as well as a posterior ratio with conﬁdence
intervals, is available from the authors.
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CY−DISI
SE−FP
SK−KSS
PL−PSL
HU−MDF
ES−PP
FI−KD
SE−KD
LT−NS/SL
SE−M
IT−It.Val.
UK−SNP
CZ−KSCM
PL−PiS
DK−DF
DK−KF
BE−MR
FR−UDF7
SE−MP
BE−CDH
MT−NP
CZ−KDU
CY−EDEK
CZ−ODS
DK−SF
FR−RPF2
FR−RPF3
MT−MLP
DK−V
UK−LD
LV−TP
LT−LDP
CY−AKEL
UK−Con
EE−Ref
FI−KESK
IT−AN
EE−Kesk
FR−PCF
IT−FI
IT−SDI
BE−PS
NI−SDLP
ES−IU
PL−PO
CY−DIKO
SI−LDS
ES−PNV
LT−VNDPS
IT−Marg
LV−ZZS
FR−UDF1
UK−Lab
CZ−US
IE−FF
PL−UP
EE−RL
LV−PCTVL
GR−SYN
CY−ADIK
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"Correctly Placed" Parties
Odds ratio > 1

0

1

2

Log−10 odds ratios of Pr(Actual Group)

Fig. 2. Logged odds ratios of probability that a party belongs to its actual party group, from posterior
distributions
Note: Plots the posterior distribution of base-10 logged odds ratios of the probability of a party belonging
to its actual group, according to the (Bayesian) model from Table 3. Solid circles represent posterior
means, and the bars represent the 90 per cent highest posterior density region.

Labour party with a value close to 21.0 means it was ten times less likely to be in its
observed group than not. In the most extreme cases, such as the ﬁve parties at the bottom
of the plot whose logged odds ratios were less than 22.0, these were more than 100 times
less likely to be in their observed party than not, according to the model. Finally, the
dashed line through the zero point on the x-axis indicates the point at which the odds
are the same for being in the observed group as any other group (since log(1) 5 0), and
hence this line demarcates what we have called the ‘mis’- versus ‘correctly’-placed parties.
For all parties whose mean posterior (logged ﬁt) was less than 1.0, Figure 2 thus summarizes at a glance the ‘ﬁt’ of each national party, along with estimates of uncertainty
represented by the width of the lines.
More insight on ‘correct’ versus ‘mis’-placement of parties into party groups can be gained
by focusing on the posterior predictions of individual parties. In Figure 3, we focus the
spotlight on the three main British parties, directly plotting the posterior densities of the
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Labour Party

(a)
5

Density

4

Pr(ELDR)

Pr(PES)

3
2
1
0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Posterior Probability of Group Membership
Conservative Party

(b)
2.0
Pr(EPP)

Pr(UEN)

Density

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Posterior Probability of Group Membership
Liberal Democrats

(c)
3.0

Pr(Verts)

Density

2.5
2.0
Pr(PES)
1.5
Pr(ELDR)

1.0
0.5
0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Posterior Probability of Group Membership

Fig. 3. Posterior probability densities for British parties
Note: Plots individual posterior densities for the probability of each party being in the given party group,
from a Bayesian model shown in Table 3.

probability of group membership for several candidate party groups. In each panel, the solid
line represents the posterior density for the party group in which the party is observed, while
the dashed lines represent posterior densities of the probability of this party being a member
in some other party group. In the ﬁrst panel, for instance, we see that the model clearly
predicts Labour as better ﬁtting in the liberal ELDR grouping – because its mass is
concentrated around the (0.8, 1.0) probability region – no doubt because under Blair its
well-known ‘New Labour’ policies assumed many centrist or even liberal characteristics.
The Conservative party is also ‘misplaced’ since the greatest mass of its posterior density
is in the anti-federalist UEN group rather than its observed group, the EPP. As we have
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Fig. 4. Posterior probability densities for two French parties, each split between two EP groups
Note: The UDF (Union pour la Démocratie Française) was split with seven members in the EPP and one
in the ELDR; the RPF (Rassemblement pour la France) was split with three members in the EDD and
two in the UEN.

already pointed out, this misplacement is not surprising given the party’s pledge under
leader David Cameron (elected in 2006) to quit the EPP and their subsequent formation
in 2009 of a new political group, the European Conservatives and Reformists Group.
Finally, the widely distributed posterior mass for the probability of the Liberal Democrats
being in their actual group, the liberal ELDR, shows that while this is the ‘best’ ﬁtting
group for this party, it is nonetheless not a great ﬁt. The Liberal Democrats could also
have ﬁtted into the PES, or even – although considerably less likely according to the model –
the Greens.
As a ﬁnal insight into the model’s ability to evaluate party group ﬁt, we examine a case
where French MEPs from two national parties each split into two different party groups.
From the Union pour la Démocratie Française (UDF), seven deputies moved from
the ELDR to join the EPP, while one deputy refused and remained afﬁliated with the
former party group. Similarly, in 2004, French MEPs from the Rassemblement pour la
France (RPF) were split between two party groups, three joining the EDD and two
afﬁliating with the UEN. By examining the posterior densities of the probabilities of each
party’s membership in the different groups, we can assess which party faction is in the
‘wrong’ party group. Figure 4 plots these densities for each party group for the UDF and
RPF. In the case of the UDF, this national party is clearly much more likely to belong
to the EPP, and hence the stubborn MEP remaining in the ELDR either does not belong
or has very different policy preferences from his national party. This is something
which our data and model cannot determine, of course, since our examination focuses on
parties rather than individuals, but it does suggest that this lone member is in one way
or another ‘out of sync’ with his national party. In the case of the RPF, the posterior
densities have an almost identical mass over the middle regions of probability, suggesting that one group is basically as good as the other from the standpoint of policy
congruence.
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DISCUSSION

Our look at the organization of political contestation in the EU has examined two arenas.
In the European arena, represented by the directly elected institution of the EP, political
contestation is centred around party groups, that control the organization of committees
and other legislative resources and formulate their own policy platforms for European
elections. In the domestic national arena, national political parties remain both the main
unit of political organization and important gatekeepers and actors to the European
arena, recruiting most MEPs from their own ranks, and choosing which EP party groups
they will afﬁliate with. Our ﬁndings show that the structure of political contestation in
both the national and transnational arenas is substantially similar. Even given the
extraordinary diversity of the national political systems of the newly expanded EU –
including eight states that were under communist control just ﬁfteen years before their
ﬁrst European elections in 2004 – we ﬁnd a convergence in the structuring of political
contestation between the national and European arenas. Party groups at the transnational
level not only operate in a similar policy space as do national parties, but also tend to be
formed mainly as coalitions of parties that are like-minded on matters of policy. In short,
party and policy competition in the EP is an extension of national politics by other means.
This understanding not only implies that concerns of a ‘democratic deﬁcit’ arising from
voter ignorance of Parliament affairs at European election time are overstated, but also
points to the signiﬁcance of maintaining congruence among national party preferences for
policy as a means to effect more stable and effective party groupings in the EP.
In order to examine the relationship between national parties and the EP party groups
with which they afﬁliate, we predicted EP group membership as a function of the policy
distances between national parties and the EP groups in the choice set. The results
strongly indicate that proximity of a party group to a national party’s policy platform
determines the likelihood that the national party will be afﬁliated with that EP group.
Parties tend not to afﬁliate with party groups that are farther from their own preferred
positions. We explain this clearly observed tendency through an explanation based on
policy congruence: the notion that party groups, as coalitions of national parties, will tend
to adopt positions close to their median member’s. When a national member party ﬁnds
itself in a party group incongruent with its own policy positions, the likelihood increases
that the national party will move to a different political group whose positions are closer
to its own. The potential for this form of group ‘unravelling’ is one of the reasons party
groups tend to adopt positions closer to their median national member’s position, and yet
this positioning can never be perfectly achieved. Because of policy movement at the
national level, there is a constant problem for party groups in maintaining a policy
position that will retain current members, while at the same time attracting potential new
members. When the policy incongruence between a national party and a party group
grows beyond some threshold of intolerance, we are likely to observe a national party
switching to a different group, a phenomenon that is in fact quite common in the history
of the EP.
While policy congruence drives our explanation, we certainly do not expect that policy
explains every instance of national party afﬁliation with party groups. As we have seen in
the British case, for example, there clearly exists a potential for some parties to become
members in EP groups that later seem inappropriate from a pure policy standpoint,
for what we can only assume are non-policy reasons. For similar reasons, we may also
ﬁnd cases in other countries where political histories, national rivalries or party rules may
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hinder the unfettered operation of the simpliﬁed policy free-market model of afﬁliation
that we have outlined here. Nonetheless, our model examining just a snapshot of the EP
in 2004 suggests that policy alone may explain four-ﬁfths of national party afﬁliation,
suggesting that policy congruence is far and away the single most important driving factor
guiding national parties in their decisions to join transnational party groups.
As a ﬁrst investigation of party group afﬁliation, our approach has been based on a
snapshot of party afﬁliation at a speciﬁc time, albeit a time point carefully chosen for its
political signiﬁcance. Despite the fact that we have successfully demonstrated that policy
underlies national party afﬁliation with transnational EP party groups – something never
before systematically examined in any literature – our picture has been essentially static
rather than dynamic. Not only national party positions, but also EP party group positions change over time. Furthermore, new parties and even new countries are periodically
added to the EP; indeed, two new countries, Bulgaria and Romania, have joined the EU
and added MEPs to the EP since the time of our study and the writing of this article.
Future research into the calculus of party afﬁliation in the European arena should focus
on changes over time, especially national party switching between groups during the
period 1979–2004, something the authors have planned for future work. The practical
challenges are enormous and probably explain why this phenomenon has never before
been systematically investigated, but the theoretical and substantive importance of the
growing dynamic of transnational politics in the EU is enough to warrant a great deal of
future effort in this direction.
APPENDIX: FULL ESTIMATION RESULTS

The fully parameterized model upon which the predictions are based was used to generate 1,000
draws of the posterior distribution of the quantities of interest, namely the posterior conditional
probabilities of a national party joining each of the K 5 7 party groups. Data were fully observed on
146 national parties, and ak coefﬁcients for each policy distance variable were estimated separately
for each party group. In addition to the six choice-based policy distance variables, three individuallevel variables were used (national vote share; and position on decentralization policy, centred
at 10.5). Vote share was normalized to improve convergence and avoid numerical problems in
WinBUGS. Estimations were performed in WinBUGS 1.41. The likelihood function and priors are
modelled in WinBUGS using the following code:
model {
#set priors once per variable, per party group
for (j in 1 : K) {
b.tax[j] , dnorm (0, .001)
b.soc[j] , dnorm (0, .001)
b.env[j] , dnorm (0, .001)
b.auth[j] , dnorm (0, .001)
b.dereg[j] , dnorm (0, .001)
b.lr[j] , dnorm(0, .001)
b.decent[j] , dnorm(0, .001)
b.votesha[j] , dnorm(0, .001)
}
# Loop around groups
for (i in 1 : I) {
# Multinomial model
Y[i, 1 : K] , dmulti (p[i, 1 : K], 1)
# loop around parties
for (k in 1 : K) {
p [i, k] ,- phi[i, k]/sum(phi[i,])
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log(phi[i, k]) ,- b.tax[k] * tax[i, k] 1 b.soc[k] * soc[i, k] 1
b.env[k] * env[i, k] 1 b.auth[k] * auth[i,k] 1 b.dereg[k] * dereg[i, k]1
b.lr[k] * lr[i, k] 1 b.decent[k] * decent[i] 1 b.votesha[k] *
votesha[i]
# the next line commented out except for last 1,000 runs
probp[i, k] ,- p[i, k]/sum(p[i, ])
}

} }

The initial estimation was run using three simultaneous chains for 80,000 iterations, discarding
the ﬁrst 50,000 as a burn-in. Alternate iterations were recorded, resulting in a total of 15,000 saved
iterations per chain. Convergence was excellent as evidenced by examining trace plots and observing
chain mixtures. Full convergence diagnostics are available upon request.

